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If our unintegrated emotions and perspectives are what keep our energies locked up—and keep 
us from a clarity of being, unable to join the all-liberating present—then how do we unlock 
them? First we should acknowledge that they are locked up in the mindful tissues of the body—
so that liberating them actually means unlocking the body’s consciousness in such a way that its 
energies might integrate with our being, and discharge into the world, much as the swarming 
energies of the sky course through a lightning rod to reconcile with the earth. The main issue 
facing us, then, as Dürckheim understood, is: how do we ground ourselves? Dürckheim was a 
master of grounding. His book Hara: The Vital Center of Man is a classic on the subject, and he 
left us eloquent testimony about the need for a paradigm shift to transform our entire relationship 
to the world around us—one that could be achieved only once we learned to return to the pelvic 
bowl and “earth” ourselves. Dürckheim died in 1988, but in our own day there is another master 
of grounding: Denis Chagnon. The strength of Chagnon’s work lies not just in its proven ability 
to help countless individuals recover from illness and sustain well-being—occasionally in 
contradiction of what medical science deemed possible; its strength also resides in a technique 
Chagnon developed for grounding that is so simple that anyone can master and practice it. 
Tellingly, Chagnon’s technique is not rooted in idea or imagination, but in the body’s own 
intelligence. 

Chagnon’s story is known to many people: he developed cancer, and declined the treatments 
offered by conventional medicine. His condition deteriorated to the point that the cancer had 
spread through his body, he was barely able to walk, and was given three weeks to live. But he 
paid attention to the pain that was wracking him, paid attention to the energy of it, and slowly 
discovered he could alter that energy and alleviate the pain. With that, he began his slow 
recovery—during which he developed the specifics of his technique, as well as the ability to read 
and work with energy in others. 

Chagnon’s grounding technique is easy enough to learn. First, bring your awareness to the 
perineum—the very center of the pelvic floor. To find that spot it helps to slightly engage the 
perineum—something you do naturally when you keep yourself from urinating. Dropping your 
consciousness into that spot precipitates a number of changes. If you are patient with it, you will 
find that as your consciousness in that spot becomes increasingly clear, it will naturally extend 
out to connect with the exact spots where your ovaries are—or would be if you were a woman: a 
few inches below the navel, and to either side. 

Those three spots—the perineum and the two ovaries—form what is called the pelvic triangle. 
The effect of its geometry within the body is to locate and harmonize the pelvic intelligence, that 
the corridor of our embodied consciousness might ground itself there and surrender to it.... And 
just as we find in the present a stillness that underlies all things, there is a stillness within the 
pelvic triangle that underlies the felt self: a deep center of present calm that supports and unifies 
all of its activities, a home in which the self continuously rests, even as it engages with the world 
and changes. It is in that borderless, still center of the felt self that present and self can meet in 
repose—newly sensitized.




